Anna Griffin is an internationally known designer and creator of unique stationery, crafting products, including cutting dies and specialty papers, and gift items. Anna Griffin, Inc. (AGI) sells its products via e-commerce and certain media platforms as well as in authorized retail stores. In addition to the sale of goods, AGI creates beautiful and exceptional greeting cards to demonstrate the uses of its crafting products.

Due to its popularity and high demand, AGI has been targeted by counterfeit sellers who not only copy AGI designs but will use photographs or visual replicas of actual greeting cards created by AGI to sell the counterfeit products.

AGI owns numerous trademarks, service marks and copyrights, including but not limited to “Anna Griffin”. AGI and its authorized sellers have the exclusive right to use its intellectual property. Trademarks and service marks are protected under United States and international trademark laws. Any use of AGI trademarks, specifically, but not limited to “Anna Griffin”, without written permission of AGI is subject to prosecution for trademark infringement. Textual, photographic and audiovisual works produced and published by AGI in any format are protected under United States and international copyright laws. Any production, copying, distribution, or display of copyrighted materials owned by AGI without the express written permission of AGI is subject to prosecution for copyright infringement. The use of Anna Griffin’s image without her express written permission is a violation of her privacy and publicity rights.

AGI is a member of eBay’s VeRO program. AGI regularly monitors the Internet, including auction sites, in order to protect its intellectual property rights. Unauthorized uses of AGI’s intellectual property will result in eBay’s notification of such use and the possible removal of the auction. The trademark “Anna Griffin” or any other AGI trademarks or logos may not be used for the sale of any product not made by AGI. The use of AGI copyrighted works, including website images of any AGI created product is prohibited and constitutes copyright infringement. The use of any photographic material or a clip from a videotape, of Anna Griffin, including her hands, is prohibited. The manufacture, distribution and/or sale of counterfeit AGI merchandise is illegal and subject to prosecution.